Year 3 Summer Term 1
Match each word class label to

a

the correct word in the sentence.

it was full of smelly socks.

udrennhtae
Now, use the preposition
in a sentence.

c

it was beginning to

Mo’s bedroom floor was a mess because

adjective

Mr Whoops has accidently
jumbled up a preposition. Can
you help him to unjumble it?

Which pair of homophone words
fit in these sentences?

Fahad had a nasty cut on his leg but

apostrophe
word used for
possession

pronoun

2

The
of Cassie’s
wellington boot had a hole in it and
it was letting in water.

e

port
angle
cycle

(heel/heal)

Look at the picture. Can you
fill in the missing verbs to create
past progressive sentences?

b

.

Add the prefixes tele- or tri- to
these root words:

The children were
really interesting nature
documentary.
Kristy was
next to her brother.

d

Can you up-level this sentence
by adding an adverb, a
conjunction and extra detail?

a

The lion’s claws are sharp.

f

Year 3 Group Term 1 Answers
Match each word class label to

a

the correct word in the sentence.
subordinating
conjunction

apostrophe
word used for
possession

Mo’s bedroom floor was a mess because

2

c

Which pair of homophone words
fit in these sentences?

Add the prefixes tele- or tri- to
these root words:

Fahad had a nasty cut on his leg but

teleport

it was beginning to heal.

triangle

The heel of Cassie’s wellington boot
had a hole in it and it was letting in
water.

tricycle

e

it was full of smelly socks.

pronoun

adjective

Mr Whoops has accidently
jumbled up a preposition. Can you
help him to unjumble it?
underneath
e.g. I found my missing book
underneath my bed.

d

Look at the picture. Can you
fill in the missing verbs to create
past progressive sentences?

b

The children were
really interesting nature
documentary.
Kristy was
her brother.

Can you up-level this sentence
by adding an adverb, a
conjunction and extra detail?
The lion’s claws are sharp.

a

next to

e.g. watching, viewing and sitting,
lounging

Any appropriate compound or
complex sentence with an adverb,
e.g. The lion’s claws are extremely
sharp and they can cause a lot of
damage.

f

